Microsoft Dynamics for Oil & Gas

Oil and gas industry face unique challenges like sudden changes in business cycles, volatile crude
oil prices, intense competition, overburdening regulation, etc. Yet, to stay in competition, it’s vital
for this industry to have a business solution in place to maximize capital utilization and reduce
operational expenditure. Oil and Gas companies need to be able to address today’s increasing level
of competition, as well as the complexity of new product and service offerings available.
Having the right products, equipment and people in place at the right time is vital to maximize
capital utilization and reduce operational expenditure.
Oil and Gas industry involves many business
AN OPTIMAL SOLUTION FOR:
functions. These functions normally include
exploration, extraction, refining, transportation and
Microsoft Dynamics ERP comprises of
marketing. A glitch in any one area may affect the
various modules designed especially for
various service providers for Oil & Gas
entire scale of operations. So, it is important to have
industry. Dynamics ERP is an optimal
full insight and control over your entire operating
solution for:
infrastructure.
A comprehensive ERP solution, Microsoft Dynamics
ERP matches the specific business needs of Oil and
Gas companies. Whether you operate upstream,
midstream or downstream, or are a rental company
that provides equipment to the oil & gas industry,
Dynamics ERP is sure to come to your aid. Dynamics
ERP combines the simplicity that standardization can
offer with the flexibility to tailor capabilities to fit
your best practices.



Upstream sector: Exploration,
extraction, field development &
production companies



Midstream sector: Transportation,
storage & distribution companies



Downstream sector: Refining,
processing/purifying, retail & wholesale
companies
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Microsoft Dynamics for Oil & Gas
Intech’s ERP solution for Oil & Gas

The Microsoft Dynamics Advantage

Built on the Microsoft Dynamics ERP platform, Intech
developed an industry-specific solution for Oil & Gas.
Our solution is a powerful, flexible, low-cost and
customizable as per your needs. Our Oil and Gas vertical
focuses on companies that dig Oil Wells and provide

Customer is the king. Today, they expect more for
less and to fulfill this desire, you should make your
business processes as efficient as possible so that you
too don’t incur any losses. Microsoft Dynamics ERP is
a full-fledge business solution that has following
advantages over other software:

1.
2.

Capturing data that is required to be filled on DPR
sheets at the various Oil Rig Sites.
Capturing Rig & Well vise data to arrive at R1, R2,
R3, Inter Location Movement hours for invoicing.

3.

Asset Management

4.

Expense Booking against Rig Operations.

5.

Requisition management

6.

Plant Maintenance – Preventive and Breakdown
management.

7.

Payroll – Managing HR activities related to
Operational and Non-Operational Employees.

8.



your company's specific needs


Enabling back office to handle more volume with
less staff thus reducing admin cost



Any time any device access to get business status
and insights on-the-go



Manage multiple languages, currencies &
country reporting requirements



Increase efficiency, reduce costs & minimize
errors by automating previously manual
processes



Shorter billing cycles by integrating field tickets
with invoicing

Employee Kit Management

With our Sure Step Methodology, we make sure that
your time, money and efforts in implementing a global
ERP solution are minimized.

A standard yet customizable solution to fit to



Manage growth and expansion more effectively



Economical solution with lesser implementation
time and cost
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